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APEXEL APL-52UV-7F 52mm 7-in-1 Lens/Filter Kit for Phones
Discover a new quality of mobile photography with the APEXEL APL-52UV-7F 52mm 7-in-1 lens/filter kit.  Thanks to its easy installation
and wide range of filters, this kit is the perfect solution for anyone wanting to take their photos to the next level without sacrificing the
convenience of using a phone. It includes color filters, CPL, ND, and Star+6 filters, allowing for creative experimentation with color, light,
and  special  effects.  Fully  equipped,  including  a  case,  cleaning  cloth,  and  user  manual,  the  APEXEL  kit  is  not  only  versatile  but  also
convenient for transport and use.
 
Easy Installation
Installing the APEXEL APL-52UV-7F kit is incredibly easy, allowing you to quickly adapt your phone to your current photographic needs.
Thanks to the intuitive lens holder, even beginner photographers can easily attach their chosen filter, making the kit ideal for users at
any  skill  level.  The  simplicity  of  installation  encourages  experimentation  with  different  filters,  offering  broad  possibilities  for  creative
expression.
 
Color Filters
The  kit  includes  four  color  filters:  blue,  red,  orange,  and  yellow,  opening  new perspectives  in  color  manipulation  for  users.  Each  filter
allows for the achievement of unique effects, from enhancing blue skies to highlighting warm tones at sunset. Color filters are not only
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tools for creative expression but also improve photo quality in challenging lighting conditions.
 
CPL and ND Filter
The CPL (polarizing) filter is key to eliminating unwanted reflections and enhancing contrast in photos with a lot of water or glass, while
the ND32 filter allows for long exposure photography even in bright conditions, ideal for creating smooth water effects or moving clouds.
Both filters significantly expand the photographic capabilities of your phone, allowing for the realization of ideas previously reserved for
advanced cameras.
 
Star+6 Filter
Completing the set is the Star+6 filter, which adds a magical glow to photos, making city night lights or sun reflections on water take on
a unique character. All this, along with a practical case, cleaning cloth, and user manual, makes the APEXEL APL-52UV-7F kit an essential
accessory for every mobile photography enthusiast.
 
Kit Contents
52mm blue filter
52mm red filter
52mm orange filter
52mm yellow filter
52MM CPL filter
52mm ND32 filter
52mm Star+6 filter
Lens holder 
User manual 
Cleaning cloth 
Case
 
Brand Apexel Model APL-52UV-7F

Preço:

€ 24.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Other
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